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INSULTING AND DEFAMING PROPHET MUHAMMAD (PBUH) IS A DECLARATION
OF ON MUSLIMS.
Prophet MUHAMMAD (PBUH) is our HONOUR

London , 02.11.2020, 21:00 Time

USPA NEWS - There will never be any compromise by the 1.5billion Muslims around the world if anyone or nation dares to insult or
defame Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)...

said Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare activist. President Emmanuel Macron of France has
failed miserably to comprehend the power of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and how much he is loved throughout the world.
The Chinese Muslims, Russian Muslims, Pakistani Muslims, Indian Muslims, Bangladesh Muslims, European Muslims, American
Muslims, African Muslims, British Muslims, Iranian Muslims, Middle Eastern Arabs, African Muslims, the Muslims of the Far East and
the French Muslims are all prepared to lay down their lives to defend their beloved Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) come what may.
No power on earth can ever in history undermine or undo The Islam of Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) whilst the last Muslim man,
women and child is alive on this planet. It is always very sad and disappointing whenever we learn that an individual or the public has
taken the law into their own hands. 

The state must make sure that there is no need for any individual or the public to embark on any form of administrating public justice
because of the failure of the government. The people who have lost their lives in France as a result of publication and publicising the
insulting caricature of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) I have not only angered with profound rage the individual, but has also
exasperated with anger and rage the peace-loving and law-abiding Muslims throughout the world.
The person who must take the blame is French President Emmanuel Macron who has not only encouraged the producers but has also
encouraged the continued publication of the insulting satirical cartoons depicting Prophet Muhammad (PBUH).

Throughout French history no president in peace time has put the French people in so much danger inside and around the world as
has President Macron. The common sense and common rule is simple, anyone that embarks upon insulting and humiliating God,
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) . Jesus (Isa) , Moses , the Hindu deity Rama and Sita, Lakshmi, Hanuman Ji, The Buddha and Dev Guru
Nanak Ji is commissioning voluntary euthanasia (suicide) and wishing to end their life abruptly by embracing death prematurely. No
faith on earth can or will tolerate blasphemy.

If the French cartoon artist dare to produce and publish satirical cartoons depicting Prophet Moses , the French nation will most
certainly face the wrath of the Jews not just in France but all over the world. The Israeli government and MOSSAD will take the
appropriate action accordingly and from the Muslims who also honour and love Prophet Moses ,
Shazada Hayat went on to say, If any French person also dare to produce and publish to degrade and insult the Hindu deity Rama and
Sita, Lakshmi or Hanuman Ji not one French person would be found alive in India. Similarly, if

If any French person produced and published satirical cartoons of Dev Guru Nanak JI it can be taken as a guarantee and a foregone
conclusion that a faithful Singh and or the Sikh community will chop the offender to pieces.

That is the main reason a devoted Singh carries the Karpan (the dagger of honour). If any French cartoonist published and produced
satirical cartoons depicting prophet Jesus the Pope in Rome and the Christians throughout the world would most certainly be in uproar
and most certainly will take the appropriate action.

Insulting and degrading prophets is seen by Muslims throughout the world as gross violation and blasphenmy, which in many countries
carries the death penalty by beheading the transgressor without any mercy. Many much more powerful rulers than President Macron
have tried to persecute prophets throughout history. 

The Pharaohs (Feron), who wanted to kill Moses and was persecuting the Jews; just look at the price paid by the Pharaoh. The
Romans as per the Christian teaching were very cruel to Jesus (Isa) and persecuted the Christians. Just look at what price the Roman



Empire paid.
Hitler in the Second World War persecuted and humiliated the Jews because of their faith, look at what happened to him. President
Macron needs to ascertain the difference between blasphemy, humiliation, sacrilege, provocation, degradation and freedom of speech
and expression. The blasphemy and behaviour of creating and publishing the degrading, offensive and offending cartoons are treated
by the Muslims as worse than any other crime, The faithful God-fearing people around the world cannot and will not accept or tolerate
anyone or country insulting, degrading, humiliating any form of blasphemous material causing hurt and accept this as freedom of
expression.

Shazada Hayat said, Freedom of expression and speech does not mean one can do as one pleases or to say or do offensive things.
There are legal and moral boundaries, which a person has to accept and respect accordingly. Has President Macron forgot the largest
French community of France after the Christians are French Muslims. He needs to ask the French Muslims how hurt and sad they are.
Those in France who exploit Islamophobia and Xenophobia with fascist mindset are the real enemies of France. 

In essence France is seen as one of the most beautiful countries with a rich history and culture with compassionate and hospitable
people. It is so sad that it only takes a few to let down this great nation. President Emmanuel Macron must act in the national and
international interest of France by condemaing any kind of blasphemy, instead of making derogatory remarks against Islam, which in
reality have nothing to do with true Islam.
Anyone anywhere in the world that insults and degrades faith and faithful's as a result of their unacceptable blasphemy behaviour and
conduct is playing with fire, which could have inevitable fatal consequences. Salman Rushdie thought he can express his freedom of
expression by insulting Prophet Mohammad. As a result of him writing the book the Satanic Verses more than 200 Muslims around the
world lost their lives mostly out of suicide because they could not get to him to express their freedom and what they wanted to do to
Salman Rushdie. Just look at what Salman Rushdie has achieved for momentary so-called freedom of expression. He has lost forever
on this earth his freedom, He exists with a 24hour watch by people guarding him and has to live in a nuclear power plant and can only
travel in a mclear submarine.

The message is very clear, all faiths must be respected at the paramount level as hlasphemy will not and caanot be accepted or
tolerated at any cost. Faithful Muslims helieve that their life and love of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) is all they live for and if anyone
dares to insult or denigrate the honour of Muhammad then to defend their beloved prophet they are prepared to die for and sacrifice
their lives in defending the honour of their beloved Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said Shazada Hayat.
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